Here is the list of latest gd topics for engineering students.

1. How to create more jobs in rural areas?
2. E-learning – Pros & Challenges
3. Do deadlines destroy creativity?
4. Private trains in India – Benefits & Challenges
5. Work from home – Pros & Cons
6. How will 2020 shape 2021?
7. Lessons for the world from COVID-19 pandemic
8. Impact of Coronavirus/COVID-19 on Environment
9. Impact of COVID-19 (Coronavirus) on Global economy
10. Crisis in the Automobile Industry
11. Is Technology making us less human?
12. Data Localisation – Benefits & Challenges
13. How can we utilize technology to tackle Financial crimes?
14. Electric vehicles in India
15. Factors that contributed to the growth of MNCs
16. Are corporate jobs a new form of slavery?
17. 75% attendance is too much for engineering students
18. Can Artificial intelligence replace Human intelligence?
19. The Future of Cryptocurrencies
20. NYAY – Can it eliminate poverty?
21. Black or Grey – Abstract GD Topic
22. Is India ready for 5G?
23. Open economy – Role of MNCs in India
24. Challenges in the IT industry
25. Top 30 GD Topics 2019 (with Answers)
26. Innovation vs Invention – What is more important?
27. Impact of Technology on jobs
28. Industrial Revolution 4.0
29. Blockchain Technology – Pros & Cons
30. Will artificial intelligence take away jobs?
31. Use of Renewable energy in India
32. Impact of ‘Internet of Things (IoT)’ on our lives
33. Role of engineers in disaster management
34. Artificial intelligence – Pros and Cons
35. How can we deal with increasing Cyber Crimes?
36. Is India prepared enough to handle cyber attacks?
37. Is Technology rising Unemployment rates?

Note: This list will be updated whenever there are new topics added. So, do not forget to bookmark it.
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You may also like:

- Does Censor Board need to be reformed?
- Knowledge based economy is important to achieve the economic boom of India
- Is Technology rising Unemployment rates?
- Should reservations be based on economic status?
- Unique identification number for every Indian
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Please subscribe to our YouTube channel. You will get good content & we will get a subscriber. It’s a win-win for both of us. ☣